Oklahoma Institute of Allergy Asthma & Immunology would like to provide this letter of
recommendation for the physician recruitment services rendered by The Medicus Firm. As a
small private practice with the desire to grow, we recognized the importance of having the
right providers join our team.
After internal efforts did not provide the volume or quality of candidates we desired, we
began evaluating recruitment firms. The Medicus Firm stood out for many reasons, a few
being; their industry leading Client Satisfaction, their transparency, and their client friendly
agreement structure.
We engaged with The Medicus firm and quickly knew it was the right decision. Our
recruiter, Falon, came on-site and was able to demonstrate the expertise and knowledge
that would be needed for us to be successful. As a team, we put together a strategy and
within two weeks of implementing our strategy, our search truly came to life.
Over the next six weeks, we were provided many thoroughly vetted and screened
candidates that would fit well within our culture and practice. We scheduled two of them
for interviews, extended an offer to our most desired candidate, and expect to have this
candidate join our team in the coming days.
It's my belief that without the assistance of The Medicus Firm, we would not be in the
position we are today. We took a leap of faith based on their stellar reputation, and
previous success in our area and with other similar groups.
Without hesitation, our entire team would recommend The Medicus Firm to anyone
who is looking to hire additional providers. The value they have provided OIAAI solidifies
them as a long-term partner. If you would like to learn more about our experience,
please give me a call. Each time we have additional recruiting needs, we know who to
call, and I'd strongly recommend you do the same.

Sincerely,

Tyler Messec
Chief Operating Officer
405-607-4333 Ext 119
tmessec@okallergy.com

